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© ROM protection device.

© A ROM moduie 14 is coupled to a processor 10. which

uses program anoVor data information stored in moduie 14.

To protect the information from unauthorized copying, a key

memory 11 in the processor 10 and a key memory 15 in the

module 14 are arranged to store identical keys. Two
encryption and/or decryption units 12 and 16, in processor 10

and moduie 16 as shown, encode and decode information

passing between the processor 10 and the module 14.

The encryption and decryption may be applied to either

the addresses sent to the module 14, the data coming from it.

or preferably both.

The key register 16 may be repeatedly writeable. in

which case the initial data transference between the proces-

sor and the module must be the key transmission, without

encryption. Alternatively, the key memory 15 may be once

writeable, so that the module is useable only with a

processor which is preset with the key.
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ROM PROTECTION DEVICE

The present invention relates to read only memories

(ROMs) and more specifically to data encryption devices for

use with ROMs. : • T

: In the fields of personal computers and home video

"games , software is commonly marketed in the form of object t

[code encoded on ROMs. Commonly, these ROMs are packaged in

^

cartridges whi^ jaay be .inserted into a receiver in the com-'

puter or video game console. The computer or game console

is then able; to access the software encoded on the ROM.

Such a system provides advantages for the user because

of the ease of inserting such a cartridge, but at the ~same

time causes disadvantages for the software provider. These

disadvantages "result from the ease with which the" code on
'

such a ROM may be unloaded and copied. Such copying clearly

reduces the value of the software to the originator. A
system which would prevent such copying would, therefore,

be of commercial value to the originators of such software.

A second problem relating to the use of such ROM cart-

ridges is that software is commonly licensed for use on a

single processor. Although such licenses are legally bind-

ing, there is very little that the software originator can

do to learn if such licenses have been violated, or to en-

force such provisions. Therefore, a system which could

limit the use of such ROMs to a single computer or video

game console would provide the software originator with a

system for enforcing such licenses.

Accordingly the present invention provides a module for

storing information and including a ROM, characterized by

a key memory and an encryption and/or decryption unit which

encrypts and/or decrypts information passing to and from
the ROM in dependence on the contents of the key memory.

An embodiment of the invention will now be described,

by way of example, with reference to the drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the
. .invention

,



Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of; an encrypt unit ' ^|
and a decrypt unit, and -

Figure 3 is a block diagram chowing the use of one set

of~logic. gates .for both encryption and^decrypt ion .

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY \ - , vl^J
Y1% The present system provides an encryption/decryption ;&|f|^

system for use with such ROMs. The encrypt ion/decrypt ion

system is adapted to receive a key from "the processer^ unit^ ;^^
In come embodiments this -key is used to decrypt encrypted^

information transmitted from the processor unit to ;the?RO^

Such information typically would include address locations^

in the ROM, from which information is being requested by *t'^rm
the processor unit. In some embodiments the information :

transmitted back to the processor unit from the ROM is en- >^?3^

crypted by the encruption/decryption unit prior to trans^?7fi^M

mission to the processor unit. The key feature is that data;^^

transfer in at least one direction is encrypted. Such ' a

^

ffiffiHI

system significantly increases the difficulty of cppying^g^H^

such ROMs because address locations used to interrogate the"'"*-^

ROM must be encrypted before they may be processed by the :

ROM and must be decrypted before they may be interpreted
,

for use. Additionally a once programmable memory may be J

included with the encryption/decryption device to store the

key. In such a case a .unique key may be assigned to each

processing unit manufactured. In that event the key assoc-

iated with the first processing unit with which the ROM is

used will be permanently stored in the encryption/decryption

devipe memory, and the associated ROM will be limited to

use with the first processing unit on which it is used.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As stated above the present system is useful with ROMs

designed for use with both personal computers and home video

games. Additionally such ROM based software may be used

with other types of devices such as hand neld calculators

or larger computers. For the purposes of the discussion to

follow the term processor unit will oe understood to encom-

ia
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pass any such device which may utilize ROM based software.

Figure! is a block diagram showing the utilization of

an encryption/decryption system. A processor unit 10 inclu-

~<Jes icey ~uniT~117~encryption/decrypti6n device 12'~and""data

processing means 13. A ROM module 14 containing software

executable by processor unit 10 includes a key sequence,

memory^ device 15 , _an encryption/decryption device . 16,^and

ROM "17 • Typically everything in the module 14 wouldi/be
.

pro-_

vided- in a cartridge insert ible into a connector in ^process-

or unit 10. Other systems are possible, however, For ex-

ample, the elements shown in module 14 may be provided on a

circuit card which may be installed in processor unit 10.

Preferably everything within module 14 is provided on a

single monolithic integrated circuit chip.

In operation ROM module 14 is electrically connected

to processor unit 10. When processor unit 10 is turned on,

a key sequence is transmitted from processor unit l(^to ROM

module 14. This key sequence consists of a series of bits

which may be permanently stored in a ROM in processor unit

10 or may be randomly generated by processor unit 10 each

time it is turned on. The key is transmitted to ROM module

14 via a special data bus 19. In ROM module 14 the key

sequence is stored in memory 15.

In an alternative embodiment the key sequence may be

transmitted to ROM module .14 via main data bus 18. In order

to do this, bits of the key sequence in key unit 11 and key

memory 15 are sequence initialized to a value which allows

data to pass through encrypt /decrypt devices 12 and 16

unchanged. Data processing means 13 then transmits a key

sequence across data bus 18. Since neither encrypt device

12 nor decrypt device 16 change the value of the data pass-

ing therethrough under such initialized conditions, the

transmitted value may be stored in key unit 11 and the value

received by ROM module 14 may be stored in key sequence mem-

ory 16. In either of the methods described, using main

data bus 18 or a special data bus 19, the important feature
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is that the same key sequence be stored in key unit 11 and

key sequence memory 15. '$3^9
Having stored the key sequence, the system is now readyj||

to transmit data._Jtoen_da^

information from the software stored in ROM 17, the request^ 1'

for that information, typically an address signal, is trans^||

mitted to encryption/decryption^ device 12 , -which : encodes gjijp

the data request in a manner determined by the. key '

sequenc^

supplied by key unit 11. The encrypted data -request
(
is?£k|f|p

transmitted to ROM module 14, where it is processedjby en-

cryption/decrypt ion unit 16. The key stored in memory 15-;,-"

(which is, as described above, the same key as was used in

the encryption process by encryption/decryption unit 12) is
j'JJ*

•

used by encryption/decryption unit 16 to decrypt the" datafg^^
request and then transfer it to ROM 17. The contents of

~

the interrogated data address in ROM 17 are transmitted ba<gg3
to encryption/decryption unit 16 where they are encrypted :**|l|r

again using the key stored in memory 15. This encrypted

data is then transmitted back to processor unit 10
.

In

processor unit 10 the encrypted data is decrypted by encry-

ption/decryption unit 12 using the key from key unit 11.

The decrypted data is transmitted to data processing means

13 for further action.

As shown in Figure 1 the address signal transmitted

from processor unit 10 to ROM module 14 and the data signal^

transmitted from ROM module 14 to processor unit 10 both

travel along data bus 18, which is used in a time sharing

mode. Alternatively separate data buses could be used for

address signals and data signals.

In the preferred embodiment described above, addresses

transferred from processor unit 10 to ROM cartridge 14 and

data transferred from ROM cartridge 14 to processor unit 10

are both encrypted. The basic advantage of the system could

be achieved by encrypting only the addresses or only the

data, but maximum security results when both are encrypted.

Figure 2 illustrates an encryption/decryption device
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which can be used in the present system. The two encrypt/

decrypt devices 12 and 16 each consist of a set of Exclusive-

OR gates, as shoun, One set of inputs to the set of gates

»||^^^ data processing unit 13, and the other is from

^%^!5^^4^^key unit 11. The gates 12 feed one set of inputs to the

from the key uni^f^^
:^^^ !^^15^fand these gates 16

r
feed the ROM 17. :

'

^>:;l^;This system works because (a) the two key units ll -and'^-^

5^'cbntain : identical'' keys, and (b) the result of Exclusive^^
^10>.-: ORing a data (or address) bit with the same key bit twice

; over is to leave the data (or address) bit unchanged. Thus

- the key in unit 11 will result in some of the data (or add-

ress) bits being complemented, and others unchanged, so that

the data (or address) word as a whole is encrypted. The key

15 in key unit 15 will result in a second complementing in

gates 16 of those data (or address) bits which were comple-

-T-—h~ mented in unit -12, -while leaving unchanged those data" (or 7.p

address) bits which were not changed in unit 12. Since two

successive complementing operations on a bit restore the bit

20 to its original value, the result is that the data (or add-

ress) word as a whole is decrypted, restored to its original

value, by the unit 16.

The Figure 2 arrangement shows only the circuitry re-

quired for passing data or addresses from unit 10 to unit 14.

25 Figure 3 shows how this circuitry can be adapted for two-

way passage of information. For simplicity, only the unit

14 is shown, and only a single one of the set of gates 16

is shown. This gate 16 is fed from the key unit 15, and is

coupled between two switching elements 34 and 35, as shown.

30 To transmit information from bus 18 to" the ROM 17, the swit-

ching elements 34 and 35 are set as shown; to transmit in-

formation the other way, the switching elements are switched

to their opposite positions. The unit 12 will be construct-

ed in the same way.

35 Of course, two separate sets of Exclur;ive-OR gates could

be used in each of the units 12 and 16, and other encryption
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and decryption leunmiues ^vum ~->^~. * >.
v ^"

but not necessary to use a technique in which encryption

and decryptiou involve identical operations.

The operation of the system will be determined in part

by the nature of memory 15.

The memory 15 may be a volatile random access (READ/

WRITE) memory (RAM) , in which case a key sequence must be

transferred to it each time a system to which ROM module 14

is connected is turned on. This key will be retained as

long as power is supplied to memory 15. When the power sup-

plied to memory 15 is disrupted, its contents will be lost

and a key sequence must again be supplied before ROM module

14 may again be used. Any processor unit having an encry-

ption/decryption unit 12 capable of supplying a key sequence

15 to key sequence memory 15, and otherwise capable of execut-

ing software stored in ROM 17 may be used with ROM module 14.

The key sequence memory 15 may alternatively be a once

programmable device such as a programmable read only memory

(PROM) . When key sequence memory 15 is a PROM device, a

20 key sequence is permanently stored therein when ROM module

14 is first used. Thereafter only a processor unit having

the same key sequence may be used in conjunction with ROM

module 14. If each processor unit manufactured, is given a

different key sequence, ROM module 14 will function only

25 with the first processor unit with which it is used, i.e.,

the processor unit having the key sequence which corresponds

to key sequence stored in key sequence memory 15.
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CLAIMS

1. A module (14) for storing information and including a

ROM (17), characterized by a key memory (15) and an

encryption and/or decryption unit (16) which encrypts

and/or decrypts information passing to and from the ROM

5 in dependence on the contents of the key memory.

2. A module according to Claim 1, characterized in that

the key memory is a repeatedly writeable memory.

3. A module according to Claim 1, characterized in that

the key memory is a once programmable memory.

10 4. A module according to any previous Claim, characterized

in that the encryption and/or decryption unit comprises

a set of Exciusive-GR gates (Figure 2).

5. A memory according* to Claim 4. characterised by swit

cbing means (34, 35) effective to couple the set of

15 Exclusive-OR gates in the bus to the ROM when inform-

ation passes to the ROM and in the bus from the ROl*

when information passes from the ROM.

6. A data processing system (10^ for receiving a nodule

according to any previous Claim, characterized by a key

20 (11) and an encryption and/or decryption unit (12)

u-hich encrypts and/or decrypts information passing to

and from the module in dependence on the contents of

the key memory.
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